Curriculum Planning Template – Somerville Early Education
Trajectory for Thematic Inquiry: Planning from the Big Idea
Consult ELA Pacing & Curriculum Guides, Big Idea Guides, & Building Blocks Math Pacing Guide

Topic: Music & Sound
Big Idea(s):
●
●
●
●
●

People make and listen to music.
Songs can express feelings and important messages.
Sounds are created by vibrations.
Instruments can be played to create vibrations that make music.
There are different families/groups of instruments.

Project Approach: Working with Big Ideas
(Picturing the Project Approach 2017, Sylvia Chard, Yvonne, Kogan, Carmen Castillo)
● Phase 1: Beginning the Project
● Phase 2: Developing the Project
● Phase 3: Concluding the Project
Anti-bias Education Goals and Outcomes(Derman-Sparks, Edwards and Goins, 2020)
Goal 1: Identity - Each child will demonstrate self-awareness, confidence, family pride, and positive social
identities. Teachers will nurture each child’s construction of knowledgeable and confident personal and social
identities.
Goal 2: Diversity - Each child will express comfort and joy with human diversity; accurate language for
human differences; and deep, caring human connections. Teachers will promote each child’s comfortable,
empathic interactions with people from diverse backgrounds.
Goal 3: Justice - Children will increasingly recognize unfairness (injustice), have language to describe
unfairness, and understand that unfairness hurts. Teachers will foster each child’s capacity to critically
identify bias and will nurture each child’s empathy for the hurt bias causes.
Goal 4: Action - Children will demonstrate empowerment and the skills to act, with others or alone, against
prejudice and/or discriminatory actions. Teachers will cultivate each child’s ability and confidence to stand up
for oneself and for others in the face of bias.
Selected Anti-bias Objectives for Music
● I want to know about other people and how our lives and experiences are the same and different.
● I find it interesting that groups of people believe different things and live their daily lives in different
ways.
● I will speak up or do something if people are being unfair.

A TRAJECTORY OF INQUIRY
STARTING OUT AND SETTING THE STAGE (Phase 1 – Beginning a Project)
Sample Planning Web:

Create a new web with children once a direction has been defined
Surfacing Prior Knowledge and Generate curiosity: Pose questions, read a high-interest book, take a field
trip.
Questions you might ask children:
● What do you know about music?
● Do you/your family play or have any instruments?
● What type of music do you/your family like to listen to?
● When do you hear/listen to music?
Make connections to children’s lives
Explore what children know about music and instruments:
● What do you know about music?
● Bring in an instrument that a teacher knows how to play and share a guided exploration experience.
● What songs or types of music do you listen to at home? For holidays?

Make observations about instruments and music:
● Listen to/watch different types of music and music videos (people playing instruments/singing, etc.)
● Play music during painting activities and encourage children to let the music influence their
artwork.
Incorporate Literacy:
● Read song books (i.e. Down by the Bay, This Land Is Your Land, etc.)
● Write down the lyrics to songs your children enjoy and follow along as you sing together
● Provide books about musicians, instruments, and different kinds of music
Suggested Books:
● Trombone Shorty by Troy Andrews
● The Sound of Silence by Katrina Goldsaito
Prepare the Environment:
● Incorporate simple instruments into classroom centers and choice time
● Play different kinds of music throughout the day and discuss what you hear
● Post images of different kinds of musical instruments for children to observe, draw or discuss

Phase 1 – Beginning a Project: Define a Possible Investigation or Direction
Generate KW (Know, Want to know) Chart: What do we know or think we know about ________ ?
● What music do you and your family members listen to?
● What musical instruments do we know about?
● What are the ways we can describe sound?
Expand Children’s Thinking
So, now that we Know some information and have some ideas about _____, what should we investigate?
It seems that you are curious about_______?
Brainstorm a list of all the things the children Want know about _____.
Possible Investigations to explore topic of interest:
● Observe how guitar strings vibrate by watching this slow motion video and discuss what you saw
● Small Group Explorations: Take a closer look at specific instruments/instrument sub-groups, i.e.
woodwinds, percussion, strings and keyboard instruments. Make observations and recreate
instruments in drawings, sculptures or with Beautiful Stuff.
● Read books about music, musicians, orchestras, bands, songs, etc.
● Incorporate simple instruments and noise-makers into choice time

EXPLORING AND LEARNING MORE (Phase 2 – Developing a Project)
Continue to add to knowledge base, add activities and experiences, field trip, find experts, plan class
books, family engagement, etc.

POSSIBLE FIELD SITES:
● School Piano (Healey Cafeteria)
● Music Room
● Tufts - Concert Hall, Music Department,
Acapella groups
● High School Music Department

POSSIBLE EXPERTS:
●
●
●
●
●

Teachers who play instruments
Parents who play instruments
Berklee College of Music Connection
Reading Buddies “Music Buddies”
3rd & 4th graders learning about Sound

Possible Projects (Use one of the following ideas, or co-create an emergent project with your children):
Exploring Musical Performance:
● Investigate the different ways music is performed; solo instruments, bands, orchestras, choirs.
Choose a style that your class is most interested in and try to recreate that experience in your
classroom.
● Transform your dramatic play area into a concert hall, music studio, etc, make instruments out of
beautiful stuff or recycled materials.
● Host a performance in the venue you’ve created and invite families or another class as the
audience.
Music Around the World:
● Explore the different music styles, instruments, and musical traditions from around the world.
● Reach out to families for cultural music connections to home, such as family members who play an
instrument, sing in another language, or listen to a specific kind of music for holidays or special
occasions.
Become Experts on the Science of Sound and create a Sound Museum:
● Explore musical terms like vibration, volume and pitch through science experiments, and recreate
those experiences for another group in a Sound Museum.
● Set up exhibits with simple instruments, tuning forks, rain sticks, and other experiences. Have your
children act as museum guides and let them teach others about the science of sound.
● Make literacy and math connections by creating signs, numbering exhibits, and having your children
practice their museum presentations.
Communicating through Music:
● Learn about the different ways that music can communicate messages or emotions; explore music
as its own language.
● Find an expert who can read sheet music and explore writing musical notation.

● Investigate connections between music and emotion. Discuss how you can ‘hear’ emotions in
music, try painting to different kinds of music, or listen to music in different languages. How does
music communicate a message?
● Write a class song. Decide the message you want to convey, how it will be performed and write the
lyrics.
Changemaking through Music:
● Explore music as a way to support positive change and strive for justice. Learn about the history of
how music is used for protest and social justice causes.
● Choose a cause that is important to the class and hold a performance that promotes change for that
cause. Write a song with lyrics about the cause and perform for an audience. Make connections to
what you’ve learned about social justice and peaceful protest.

EXTENSIONS/COMPLETION (Phase 3 – Concluding a Project)
Reflect on next steps, extensions of content, new directions.
Ideas for Sharing Learning/Work:
● Sharing group time for each small group to rest of class
● Family Breakfast Song/music video release party or live
performance - Band, choir, or DJ, display small group work,
DIY instruments, learning panels (posters) - invite all
guests/experts to join celebration
● Display posters/artwork in hallway
● Kaymbu Storyboards
Possible Extensions:
Musical Professions:
● Create and maintain partnerships with colleges/universities to
learn about their performance groups, or continue visits and
relationships with musicians in the school
● Continue to explore other kinds of performance careers such as dancers, broadway performers
Sounds and Communication in Nature:
● Explore the phenomenon of vibration throughout nature and the world
● Why do animals make sounds? Investigate the different ways animals communicate: bird songs,
whale songs, elephant trumpeting, lions roaring
● How can animals communicate without sound? What do they do instead? Movement, color, smell,
etc.

Content and
Room Areas

Activities Connected to Big Idea

Blocks

Props/Provocations:
● Build a stage with blocks, use blocks as microphones, guitars, etc.
● Lincoln Logs as Drumsticks on carpet or on seating mats, etc.
● Add oversized rubber bands and blocks to build string instruments
● Musical Instrument Makerspace - Beautiful Stuff, recyclable materials, tape,
scissors, etc.

Dramatic Play

Generate play props and themes with children:
Create a music performance venue in your classroom:

● Set up space to look like a symphony, concert hall, stage,
●

●
●
●
●

The Arts

etc.
Add musical instruments to dramatic play, i.e. egg
shakers, maracas, hand drums, etc, Add items to be
batons for conducting
Bring instruments made at art table to dramatic play
Cast youtube videos of orchestra/band playing i.e.
○ Chicago Symphony: Beethoven's 9th Symphony
Add music staff paper encourage children to write music
Add a keyboard to the dramatic play area and add sheet
music (put stickers on keys to match with colored notes)

Group and Individual Projects:

● (Individual) Play different types of music and encourage to paint how the music
moves them
○ In guided discovery, demonstrate quick dots with staccato (fast and
sharp), slow gliding strokes with slow melodies, determined painted
during intense music, etc.
● (Individual) Making Instruments Introduction: begin with simple instruments,
like decorating paper-towel tubes (cut down to TP size) to make rice shakers,
decorate paper towel tubes to make rainsticks, rubber bands and tubes to

make simple guitars, offer tape, markers and allow for lots of self-expression
only with guidance to cover ends of shakers
● (Group) Music Notation Paintings: Make a
musical staff and notes with painters tape, paint
over and remove tape to create negative space
music artwork

Sensory

Sensory Table:

● Add rice to sensory table to make plastic egg shakers. Experiment with sounds in
different containers and notice how rice sounds when each container is filled
with different amounts. Use some clear containers so children can observe the
rice shaking and listen for vibrations.

● Water table with metal bowls and spoons experiment with making different
sounds by tapping bowls with varied levels of water.

● Add tuning forks to the water table and observe how the water “jumps” when
vibrating thongs hit the water.

Mathematical
Thinking

● Rhythm Patterns written on sentence strips with different symbols. Make a key
for the symbols and perform the rhythms together.
○ X _ ^ X _ ^ X _ ^ X _ ^ (X=clap, _=tap, ^=jump)
● Counting beats: Discuss how musical notes are divided into beats and count
beats in a song. Count a song's beats in half notes (groups of two), quarter notes
(groups of four) and eighth notes (groups of eight). Make connections to how
fast or slow you need to count to accurately count the beats.
● Music Notation Sort (can also be done on a light table) Write different music
notes on gems and sort into groups (quarter notes, half notes, whole notes, etc.)
● Instrument part counting: Observe pictures of instruments and count their
parts. Incorporate literacy by having children report on what they observed or
write their observations down
○ i.e. “A guitar has 6 strings.” “A trumpet has 3 buttons.”

Science,
Technology and
Engineering

Library/
Read Aloud

● Spoon Gong experiment: Tie a spoon to the middle of a long string, press the
ends of the string to your ears, and swing the hanging spoon so it taps a table or
chair. What do you hear? What is happening to the vibration? What does the
string do to the sound? (instructions in link)
● Build a Cup-and-String phone. Experiment with different types or lengths of
string. Which phone works best?
● Dancing Rice experiment: Wrap the top of a bowl tightly with saran wrap and
place a few grains of rice on top. Create a loud noise next to the tightly wrapped
bowl; bang a pot or pan, or play music loudly from a radio. The rice should jump
or wiggle when the loud sound plays. Why?
● Go on a vibration scavenger hunt. Find things that make noises in your
classroom or outdoors. Where is the vibration coming from? Describe what you
hear. Look for sounds that are loud or soft, or that are pitched low or high.
● Create replica instruments with recyclables, rubber bands, boxes, popsicle sticks,
rice, jars, etc. Which part of your instrument vibrates? Take turns describing
how your instrument makes sound to the class.
Books:
Zin! Zin! A Violin! By Lloyd Moss
Thump Thump Rat-a- Tat – Tat by Gene Baer
Drum Dream Girl: How one girls courage changed music forever
Ty and the One Man Band by Mildred Pitts-Water
The Pout Pout Fish by Deborah Diesen
What a Wonderful World by George David Weiss and Bob Thiele
Down by the Bay by Raffi
This Little Light of Mine by Raffi
The Wheels on the Bus by Raffi
The Seals on the Bus by Lenny Hort
This Land is Your Land by Woody Guthrie
Songbook (It’s Raining It’s Pouring)
When the Beat Was Born by Laban Carrick Hill
There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly by Simms Taback
I Know a Shy Fellow Who Swallowed a Cello by Barbara S. Garriel
Because by Mo Willems and Amber Ren
Music, Music for Everyone by Vera B. Williams
Meet the Orchestra by Ann Hayes
Meet the Marching Smithereens by Ann Hayes
Trombone Shorty by Troy Andrews
The Sound of Silence by Katrina Goldsaito

Balanced Literacy
Key Vocabulary Instrument families
Woodwind
Flute
Clarinet
Oboe

Brass
Trumpet
Trombone
Tuba

Stringed
Violin
Guitar
Cello

The Science of Sound
● Vibration
● Pitch
● Volume
● Eardrum

Oral language
and Concept
Development

Percussion
Drum
Cymbal
Tambourine

Keyboard
Piano
Organ
Synthesizer

Musical Performance
● Concert
● Orchestra
● Choir
● Band

● Add a music survey or question to your Morning Meeting message. I.e. “Have you
ever seen a musical performance?”
● Share ideas and build understanding about different types of music, instruments,
and performances during whole and small groups.
● Create opportunities for group project planning. Encourage children to share ideas,
ask questions, and make comments.
● Use CROWD Strategies during read alouds.

Fine Motor,
Drawing, and
Writing

Add books, images, and picture words cards for different instruments
● Draw pictures of instruments and performers.
● Use Big Idea vocabulary cards for letter and word writing practice and building
content knowledge. Add musical instrument vocabulary and sound science
vocabulary cards to writing area. Encourage inventive spelling.
● Instrument tracing: Print out pictures of different instruments and encourage
children to trace the lines they see within the instrument, i.e. strings on a guitar,
tubes in a trumpet
● Trace the first letter of music vocabulary words in sand or salt trays.
● Add blanks music staffs for making music notes
● Write the lyrics to a class favorite song as a poster, display, and follow along with
the words when you sing.

Expressive and Journaling: invite children to draw and illustrate a story about a time in their life when
Written
they had a musical experience (singing traditional holiday songs with family, hearing a
Language
choir sing at a religious service, seeing a band play at a country fair, etc). Encourage
children to explain through words and pictures what they heard, saw and felt.
STSA (StoryTelling/Story Acting)
● Whole group Instrument guessing game: Act out playing a certain instrument and
have the group guess which instrument is being played. Make literacy connections
by making cards with words and pictures for the different instruments, and have
players pull an instrument card when it is their turn.
● Act out a musical performance for an audience. Think about what instruments you
will play/what song you will sing, and what type of performance it will be. How
would a rock concert be different from a choral performance?
Phonological
and Phonemic
Awareness

Songs and Poems
● Write out the lyrics to class favorite songs/poems/fingerplays. Follow along
with a pointer to create connections between oral performance and phonetics
Explore syllables and rhythm
● How do you use rhythm to count out syllables in a word? Practice clapping
along with the syllables of a word in rhythm, and count the syllables in
common words or the names of children in your class.

Differentiation
/ Extensions

● It can get very loud in the classroom with all the music and instruments (in
addition to normal daily volume!) Have noise-reducing headphones available
for children who are sensitive to loud sounds
● Musical Instrument Workshop can offer lots of opportunities for children to
extend their learning and show their learning through the process of creating
their own instruments-- offer a variety of beautiful stuff materials, help with
the design process, offer problem-solving guidance, encourage labeling and
writing about the instruments, etc.

